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With its combination of empirical case studies and theoretical reflection, the essays make a significant
contribution to the interdisciplinary debate on the production and resilience of ignorance. At the same time, this
volume combines insights from different continents as well as the seas in between and thus sketches outlines of
an emerging global resource history.
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“This is an interesting and well written set of essays that provides fresh and illuminating insights on many
important topics, which makes it indispensible to practitioners and students of environmental history across the
globe. Indeed, because it comments on so many topical issues, it should be of interest to anyone concerned
about current environmental problems, their origins and possible solutions (especially making manufacturing,
forestry and farming sustainable, controlling waste and ...
Information is crucial when it comes to the management of resources. But what if knowledge is incomplete, or
biased, or otherwise deficient? How did people define patterns of proper use in the absence of cognitive
certainty? Discussing this challenge for a diverse set of resources from fish to ...
Managing The Unknown Essays on Environmental Ignorance by Frank Uekötter Editor · Uwe Lübken Editor. ...
these essays show that deficient knowledge is a far more pervasive challenge in resource history than
conventional readings suggest. Furthermore, environmental ignorance does not inevitably shrink with the march
of scientific progress ...
Get this from a library! Managing the unknown : essays on environmental ignorance. [Frank Uekötter; Uwe
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Global disasters and environmental issues are a huge sign of the earth’s deterioration. For instant, global
warming, deforestation, and pollution are the planet’s worse enemies, therefore human beings are reckless in
their decision-making to encounter this matter. The real problem is ignorance and lack of acceptance of this
horrifying issue.
environmental issues happening around them. The difficult and massive amount of information makes people

feel pressure and put some distance between them. In order to teach people about the effects of human acts
toward the environment, I designed a website, which can access to maximal people. • The website contains
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